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The use and history of the Violet Flame, also known as the Violet Fire, can 

be traced back to Ancient Tibetan and Indian practices. The Violet Flame of 

Transmutation and Purification is a powerful tool that has been used to help clear 

energies of the past, present, and future for many more years than we can 

fathom. However, this knowledge has been unknown to modern Western society 

for many years. Today, we can thank the Ascended Master Saint Germain for 

helping to make the Violet Flame known to the Western world.  

 

Who is Saint Germain? 

Repeatedly we have seen the Ascended Master Saint Germain appear in history. 

Though his true and full history continues to remain a mystery to this day, and the 

timelines of his sightings based on personal diaries and historical accounts tend to 

overlap in certain European countries, his presence was always noted as a unique 

and magical one. In the 1630s, he was believed to be a French merchant and part 

of the French Court. Some believe he chose to be there during this time to help 

bring peace during the French Revolution. Saint Germain was also known as 

Count Saint Germain in the 1700s, who seemed to magically float around Europe, 

as a scientist, alchemist, and a philosopher, to name a few. People have claimed 

to see him levitate, teleport, telepathically communicate with others, and have 

reported seeing him in multiple countries during the same day. Rumor has it that 

he may have incarnated as Sir Francis Bacon, a man we know now as 

Shakespeare. Today, he is most recognized as an Ascended Master- the Chohan 

(or Master) of the 7th Ray, the Violet Ray, the density relating to ultimate, infinite 

wisdom. He is believed to be so prevalent during this time because his mission is 

to help Western Society awaken on a spiritual level and attain enlightenment. 

With his intervention during modern times, one of his greatest gifts to humanity 

in the West is the tool of the Violet Flame of Transmutation and Purification. 

Using the Violet Flame helps to turn negative and lower-level energies into 



positive energy and blessings, as well as to purify almost anything on a physical, 

mental, emotional, spiritual, and etheric level.  

 

Lineage of Saint Germain’s Teachings in the West 

In the 1930s, Saint Germain began appearing to Guy Ballard, also known as 

Godfrey Ray King- now an Ascended Master. Godfrey Ray King then created Saint 

Germain Foundation and other schools for learning about the I AM Presence and 

the teachings of the Ascended Master Saint Germain. Later, one of his students, 

Pearl Dorris, who is now also an Ascended Master, known as Lady Master Pearl, 

continued his teachings with the utmost Purity and Truth directly from the heart. 

Today, Peter Mt. Shasta, who was a student of Lady Master Pearl, has taken on 

the role of continuing to spread the word of the I AM teachings and the word of 

the Ascended Masters, including that of Saint Germain.  

 

Uses for the Violet Flame of Transmutation 

Please keep in mind that the uses for the Violet Flame listed in this document are 

not the only methods and applications that are successful and effective. These are 

just the ones I most commonly use, have read about, and have learned about. 

There is no right, wrong, or solid method to the use and application of the Violet 

Flame of Transmutation.  

It is believed that Fire is the only element that has the ability to cleanse and 

transmute without needing to be cleansed and replenished itself. To name a few, 

here are some things that the Violet Flame can help purify: 

• Physical pain and ailments, illnesses 

• Protection and cleansing of the energetic field and aura 

• Clearing and healing the chakras, energetic channels, and meridians within 

the physical body 

• Protecting and clearing a physical or etheric location 

• Visiting past timelines to transmute negativities to bring healing to the 

present and future 



• Setting the intention that the Violet Fire will remain somewhere for a 

specific amount of time 

• Can be used in conjunction with Reiki, any type of energetic healing, 

meditation, work with the Planetary Light Grid, grounding, releasing, etc. 

• Protecting our own energy before and after any energy work 

•  Empathic safety, security, and purification 

• Removing etheric cords, blockages, negative attachments 

 

Ways to Invoke the Violet Flame of Transmutation 

The methods provided below are not the only methods that are effective when 

trying to invoke or call in the Violet Fire. As stated with the uses of the Violet 

Flame above, there is no right, wrong, or solid method of use when using this 

etheric tool given to us from the Higher Dimensions and most recently, the 

Ascended Master Saint Germain.  Some invocation methods are: 

 

• Prayer: The most commonly used prayer to invoke the Violet Flame is:  

• “I Am a being of Violet Fire, I Am the purity God desires,” repeated 3 times. 

• “I Am Tara of Violet Fire. I Am the purity God desires.” repeated 3 times. 

*Created by Peter Mt. Shasta (For more information, please see I Am the Violet 

Tara by: Peter Mt. Shasta & I Am the  Violet Tara in Action by: Peter Mt. Shasta :  

See below for the links and more info) 

• Visualization- Simply visualize the person, place, or thing within the Violet 

Consuming Flame and strengthen as you see fit 

• Calling in the energy of the Violet Fire or Violet Flame in any way that 

intuitively feels right to you at that time 

• Setting the intention to be using the Violet Fire, or to have it with you at 

any specific moment 

Conclusion 

Altogether, the Violet Flame of Transmutation is a special, sacred, powerful, and 

essential tool that can be used in your daily life. It is also super potent to have in 

your etheric and spiritual toolbox. Always be sure to give gratitude to the 



Ascended Master Saint Germain for making these teachings easy to understand, 

and available in Western society during these modern times.  

 

*Sekhem Seichim is an energetic healing modality founded in recent times by Patrick 

Zeigler, which can be traced back to the times of Ancient Egypt that uses the Violet 

Flame for many things. For more on Sekhem, click here: 

https://www.sunshineshealing.com/attunements-sekhem-seichim 

*Links for I Am the Violet Tara: Goddess of Forgiveness and Freedom by Peter Mt. 

Shasta: 

https://read.amazon.com/kp/embed?asin=B07S9TJBGN&preview=newtab&linkCode=kp

e&ref_=cm_sw_r_kb_dp_K45HJ6NAR9VMQA3D7ZMA  

I Am Violet Tara in Action: Lessons in Mastery By Peter Mt. Shasta:  

https://read.amazon.com/kp/embed?asin=B086HZS3X5&preview=newtab&linkCode=kp

e&ref_=cm_sw_r_kb_dp_9CR4FGXX76DPVHB79VA8 

*For more on Saint Germain and the Ascended Masters, The I AM Presence, Peter Mt. 

Shasta, and the Violet Flame visit here: www.i-am-teachings.com and all books by Peter 

Mt. Shasta are available on Amazon in paperback and Kindle options. 

Disclaimer: 

Please do not substitute this document or the Violet Flame of Transmutation for conventional medical 

treatment. Always see your doctor for proper diagnosis and treatment. By law, I am required to state 

that this document is FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY. As I am not a medical practitioner nor do I 

have any medical qualifications, I am not able to, and I will not diagnose, treat, heal, prescribe 

treatments, or cure any illnesses or other physical or mental health conditions. As I am not a counselor, I 

am unable to provide mental health support, advice on relationship issues, or provide emotional 

support, guidance or treatment- nor should the Violet Flame be used to help with these problems solely 

without conventional medical advice and treatment. Should you have any health concerns, you should 

seek help from your doctor, counselor, or other qualified professional (or equivalent in your country). 

None of the services or reading material offered here are a substitute for medical help or professional 

advice or counseling, and as stated above, these services are purely offered for entertainment purposes 

only. 
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